Origins of the edge shadowing artefact in medical ultrasound imaging.
Ultrasound (US) B-mode images distal to smooth, rounded cavities, such as cysts, containing a fluid with a speed of sound mismatch to the surrounding tissue, often exhibit a "refractile" edge shadowing artefact. This usually appears as narrow, hypoechoic, shadow lines extending a significant distance distal to the lateral edges of the fluid cavity and parallel to the US beam. The true reasons for this artefact are likely to be complex and to vary from case to case, with many different explanations found in the literature. However, we present a simplified theoretical model for the phenomenon based on a pulsed, finite-beam solution of US scattering from circular fluid-filled cylinders that suggests that "edge" shadows can occur distal not only to edges but also to points where the incident beam intersects the cavity near to the critical angle. Both mechanisms support the view that edge shadows can arise from the combination of unusually high wavefront spreading and the speckle-generating nature of the surrounding tissue. In vitro data from a tissue-mimicking phantom confirms that the edge shadow structure depends on the sign of the speed of sound contrast between the cylinder fluid and the surrounding medium.